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Background and Objectives

The King William IV public house, located in Speen, Buckinghamshire, has been closed 
since December 2015.  
The “Save The King William” group have been tirelessly trying to buy the pub and re-
open it as a community pub since that time.
In November 2020 the group converted to a Community Benefit Society with the express 
intention of buying  the King William IV and converting it into "More than a Pub”.
The group wish to re-establish the pub as the Hub of our Community and it is therefore 
important to understand the views of the community.
To this end the group undertook a vital piece of market research amongst the villagers of 
Speen.
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Methodology

• Villagers from Speen were invited to complete an on-line survey using Google Forms 
between December 10th 2020 and January 9th 2021

• Villagers were invited to the survey via a number of communication channels:
• Email addresses from people expressing an interest via the www.savethekingwilliam.org website
• Village Messenger (local email newsletter)
• Local village “What’s App” groups
• A hard copy of the questionnaire was available from Speen Stores for those unable to complete the 

survey online

• The survey was available for completion by anyone over the age of 18 who lived in Speen
• People in the surrounding villages were able to participate if they became aware of the 

survey via the above sources but the survey was not actively publicised to people in the 
surrounding villages
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Key Insights

• With such a high response rate, the survey represents the views of a significant proportion of the 
villagers of Speen and clearly indicates a strong level of support for the re-opening of the King 
William IV

• The people answering the survey were regular pub attenders both for a casual drink as well as for 
dining and it was very clear that the closing of this village pub has adversely affected the 
community.  

• It was interesting to note the marked uplift in people likely to attend the King William IV for a 
drink, compared with pre-pandemic activity, which would seem to indicate that people are more 
likely to frequent the pub on this basis if they have access to a pub that is within walking distance 
of their home

• This also ties in with the fact that one of the key insights from this research was the need within 
the village for a community hub as the lack of social facilities was seen as the key limitation of 
living in Speen and there was extremely strong backing for the pub to act as a meeting space for 
community events, and community groups and to aid social inclusion

• All the feedback gained via this survey suggests that if the pub is well run, with a good quality 
dining offering, it will not only be a viable business but will also offer a much needed social village 
hub greatly enhancing the lives of those who live in Speen and the surrounding villages
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Summary of findings

• In total 253 people completed the survey, 214 of whom were from Speen the remainder from 
surrounding villages

• Based on an estimate of 488 people residing in Speen over the age of 18 (source UK Census), this 
represents a 43.8% response rate, indicating that this research is highly representative of the views 
of Speen villagers   (Slide 10)

• There was a fairly equal mix of male and female respondents with all age groups being represented 
within the sample, though the majority were in the 41 to 60 year old age group (45%), followed by 
the 61 – 80 year olds (36%)   (Slide 10)

• Many people in Speen have lived in the village for a considerable length of time and this was 
reflected in the survey with over 38% having resided in Speen for longer than 20 years and a further 
35% had lived in Speen for between 11 and 20 years   (Slide 11)

• The majority of people completing the survey were from households with only two adults, although 
38% of the sample had at least one person in the household under the age of 18   (Slide 11)
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Summary of findings

• Virtually everyone completing the survey visited pubs (prior to the pandemic) on some 
occasions, with around three quarters going to the pub for a drink or a meal on a fairly 
regular basis (very frequently, fairly frequently, occasionally) with the most common 
reason for going to a pub being to have an evening meal   (Slide 12)

• Over half of people visited a café prior to the pandemic very or fairly frequently for light 
refreshments but people were less likely to visit a café for a meal on such a frequent 
basis (just under a third)   (Slide 13)

• When presented with a list of potential limitations to living in Speen, the lack of facilities 
for social interaction was highlighted by 80% of the respondents indicating that this is a 
major issue for Speen residents

• The limited public transport and a lack of facilities for teenagers were also considered to 
be an limitation by a sizeable number, 68% and 49% respectively   (Slide 14)
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Summary of findings

• When options for additional uses of the pub were reviewed the majority agreed with all 6 options 
suggested in the survey, indicating support for a range of other potential services the pub could 
offer, but top of the list was that the pub should be available for community events, closely 
followed by being a meeting space for social inclusion and for community groups    (Slides 19 & 20)

• Social inclusion activities that are most likely to garner support are comedy nights, film nights and 
book clubs. But breakfast clubs, community lunches and music groups appealed to at least a third 
of the respondents and almost a third were interested in “Meet up Mondays to combat loneliness”   
(Slide 21)

• Perhaps because of the age range of the majority of respondents and because they are more niche 
activities the idea of a dementia café and a knitting and nattering group were of less interest

• There were lots of other suggested activities put forward by the respondents, that the working 
group will give consideration to    (Slides 22 & 23)

• Some people pointed out that the potential uses of the pub should not conflict with the interests 
of the Chapel Kitchen or the village hall, so this is something that will be borne in mind
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Summary of findings

• Almost two thirds of respondents thought that they would be likely to visit the KWIV for a drink, once 
it is open, very or fairly frequently and a further quarter would go on an occasional basis.  There was 
a marked uplift in the number of people likely to go to the KWIV for a drink compared with pub 
attendance just for a drink (prior to the pandemic).  (Slide 24)

• With regards to visiting the KWIV for a meal at lunchtime, there was a lot of support for lunchtime 
dining on a weekday or Sunday, just over two thirds likely to do this very frequently, fairly frequently 
or occasionally.  There was less support for lunchtime dining on a Saturday with just under half saying 
they would go for Saturday lunch on this frequent a basis   (Slide 25 & 26)

• With evening dining there was greater support with three quarters anticipating dining on a Friday or 
Saturday evening very or fairly frequently or occasionally, and on Friday and Saturday evening almost 
two fifths of people thought they would dine very or fairly frequently  (Slide 27)

• The majority of people would expect to pay between £10 and £15 for a two course lunch (including 
Sunday lunch), whereas people anticipated paying more for an evening meal with almost an equal 
number saying £15 to £20 compared to those saying over £20    (Slide 28)

• Further cross analysis of this data can be carried out to give further insights that will aid the business 
plan and marketing strategy for the KWIV should the purchase of the pub be achieved
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Detailed Survey Results



Demographic Profile
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• 253 people responded to the 
survey

• 214 of the 253 respondents were 
from the village of Speen
• 39 from surrounding villages

• It is estimated* that there are 488 
people living in Speen over the 
age of 18 

• These 214 respondents represent 
43.8% of the residents of Speen 
over the age of 18

* Data source: UK Census, Official labour market statistics, Open Data Communities, Open Street Map, Mosaic 10



Household Details
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Prior to pandemic frequency of going to pub/restaurant
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Prior to pandemic frequency of going to café 
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Challenges and limitations of living in Speen
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Other challenges suggested

Challenge suggested No.

Need somewhere to meet other villagers and get to know people/no community hub 19

Poor public transport/car is essential/always need to drive to meet people outside village 6

No pub/decent restaurant 6

No where to eat within walking distance 5

Future of existing shop and post office uncertain/limited access to shops 4

Distance to shops and take-away food/few take-aways deliver to speen 3

No where to meet up with friends for coffee/lunch (except for Chapel Kitchen) 3

Shortage of small/lower cost housing 2
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Other challenges suggested

Lack of places to work during the day

Under use of the playing fields for social/community events

Poor broadband and TV reception, limited choice of ISP's with coverage so 
no price competition,  

oil fired central heating which is expensive and with recent regulation 
changes we can only have a small tank,

limited choice of local eateries

Lack of smaller houses excludes young families from living in the village

Communication is increasingly digital and without a physical social hub 
those who are not on the relevant chat group or social platform don’t get to 
be part of many of the initiatives that do exist. 

Community resources with increased working from home

The lack of the village pub, is damaging the community, increasing social 
isolation.

Lack of sports facilities for elderly

Narrow Lanes- can be a challenge to drive along at times

Cancellation of mobile library

Getting stuck with the snow without 4 wheel drive

Insufficient ways of recreational activities for people in the 50 to 65 age 
group

There is no attraction to entice others from outside into the village

Would love a café that had some fun things for children to do

When it snows limited to access to shops 

Pikies nicking our Heating Oil

Older people definitely need as many provisions within the village as 
possible, such as a shop, a pub, a cafe, a community centre.  It is important 
for the older generation to be able to thrive.  The teenage population has 
no outlet in the village 

Village hall too small for many meetings - live music etc . 

After nights out in the local towns you are forced to pay for expensive taxis

Too many house extensions taking up valuable green space

Waste bin collection service

The village can feel insular at times.

Village shop has limited offering

Too many committees

If you are not part of the "core" village group you are seen as an outsider

Under non COVID regulations, in the summer there are lots of events and 
community social interactions. In the winter, without a pub, these 
interactions are far more limited. 16



Other challenges suggested

“I grew up in this village and the pub was a community hub for all the villagers, us kids went to play on the playing fields whilst the adults were at the 
pub enjoying the community of Speen, the pub going has taken away a huge social environment where new people can meet and we can all get to 
know each other, otherwise we are in a community that rarely see each other or get the chance to meet. Having the shop is lovely and very important, 
however a village pub would make this village more attractive to so many people. There is no reason why this pub can not work, look at the villages in 
Bucks that have a pub, they are the hub of the community for young and for old along with children. This village has lost it's uniqueness without a pub, 
it is not the village it was when I grew up where everybody met and had fun and were able to socialise with friends and meet knew along with their kids 
who could all meet. Without a hub like this pub, the community is so different to what it could be. It was the making of this village and so sad it has 
come to what it has. It could thrive with the work, right menu, and good front of house!”

“If you are not part of the “core village group” you are seen as an outsider, and many older village residents are rude and treat the village as if it’s theirs 
and others have to live / abide by their rules, hence the reason the shop is failing and no progress is being made for a resolution. 
A community pub will not work as it will become too political”

“Lack of places to work during the day (not an issue for me as I have an office but this is an increasing issue for remote workers, more of whom will be 
emerging during and post-pandemic). Now more than ever we need "hubs" and these might not necessarily be pubs - these may be cafes or workplaces 
or hot desk facilities. To "only" have a pub in the village is missing a big opportunity - Dilly thought of doing this some time back and again missed a 
trick because he did not implement it. Turning the pub in to a meeting / hotdesking / cafe space by day and a friendly / teen-friendly / socialble / 
approachable place in the evening is key. You almost need a non-pub, because calling it a pub automatically deters a large cross-section of people - if it 
were a village meeting / working / cafe place that just happened to be somewhere where one could get rather merry, you'd end up with a lot more 
people visiting I feel...  Think of the hot-deskers, think of the OAPs, think how well the Chapel kitchen does. Think how well Dilly used to do with the Fish 
and Chips when he bothered.  Think about our teens perhaps having a safe hub to meet and have a milkshake or a bite. A place where one could get hot 
fresh healthy pizza or curry or fish and chips and have a pint whilst waiting could be a goldmine and would serve so many purposes. Keep the menu 
really simple but healthy and cost-effective and all available for takeaway and you open up the market hugely.” 17



Other challenges suggested

“As a family with two younger children we moved in a month before the pub shut - it has taken us years to really get to know 
people, and having a central pub where we could have gone to meet people in a relaxed atmosphere would have meant so 
much for us, but also to get our kids together with other kids.”

“Would have also been nice to have had a local pub when I was 18 to socialise with people my age”

“Nowhere to eat locally (within walking distance) since the closure of the only restaurant and very limited cafe services”

“Tricky with young children and wet weather! Would love a cafe that opens daily with something useful and fun for children to
do.  Possibly separate from other diners so children’s noise does not be an issue for other users”

“Without a pub, the opportunity to just "bump into" fellow residents is greatly reduced, especially in winter. This has an impact 
on social cohesion and inclusivity (possibly that's just jargon for "normal village life"?!) I feel that it may also reduce 
opportunities to notice the early warning signs if there is someone who has difficulties of some sort, and could benefit from the 
village support network in some way (e.g. an older person)”

“None other than not being able to have a central hub to meet the new young families and older people that are outside of your 
sphere. As things stand you only converse with people in your own social group and not the wider community which is such a 
shame”

“Older people definitely need as many provisions within the village as possible, such as a shop, a pub, a cafe, a community 
centre.  It is important for the older generation to be able to thrive.  The teenage population has no outlet in the village”
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Extent of agreement with other services the pub could offer
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Extent of agreement with other services the pub could offer
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Social inclusion activities interested in

Activity No. %

Comedy nights 176 69.6%

Film nights 157 62.1%

Book clubs 116 45.8%

Breakfast clubs 95 37.5%

Community lunches 84 33.2%

Music groups and choirs 83 32.8%

Meet up Mondays to combat loneliness 76 30.0%

Youth club 57 22.5%

Young parents coffee mornings 50 19.8%

Dementia café for relatives/carers 28 11.1%

Dementia café for those with dementia 26 10.3%

Knitting and nattering 22 8.7%

None of these would be of interest to me 16 6.3%
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Other social activities suggested

Suggestions No.

Regular coffee shop/coffee mornings (not just for young parents) 15

Quiz nights 11

Base shop at pub if shop unable to continue 9

Gin or beer festival/brewery nights/wine tastings 8

Takeaway 7

Live music evenings 6

Village society meetings/clubs 5

WiFi Café/ home office hub 4

Walking group hub 4

Board game nights/bridge/mah jong 3

Community drop off/pick up point for parcels 3

B and B 3

Themed food nights 3

11 people pointed out that there should 
not be a conflict between the pub offering 
and the chapel café or village hall activities

Suggestions No.
Sports games/Strictly final on TV 2

Offer breakfast (at weekends) 2

Groups for teenage activities 2

Craft days/creative activities 2

Sports groups eg running club, football team, 
rounders, exercise classes

2

Hub for cyclists 2
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Other social activities suggested (individual comments)

Polling day
Charity events
Afternoon tea/bottomless brunch
Outdoor performance facilities eg open air concert
Strippers
Poker league
Discussion/pressure groups; local amenity groups
Social pub sports to include neighbouring community 
integration
A hub for the village as pubs in Naphill/Hughenden are
Office space for hire
Mobile hairdressing/beauty space for outside services to 
utilise
Ticket sales and advertising for loacl events
Farmers markets/local produce and craft fairs
Facilities for occasional third party lectures/talks

Video game competitions
Summer BBQ's
Provide services the village hall currently used for and 
dispose of village hall to raise funds for pub purchase
Bake offs
Loyalty clubs

Village challenge nights
Exhibition space for local artwork/photography
Historical/heritage local centre for Speen

Supper clubs
Meeting centre for language learning groups
Book swap or library

Community meals for elderly and vulnerable
Community support group for those feeling isolated
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Likelihood of going to King William IV for drink but 
not food compared to prior to pandemic
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Likelihood of going to King William IV for lunchtime meal 
compared with prior to pandemic
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Likelihood of going to King William IV for Sunday lunch
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Likelihood of going to King William IV for evening meal 
compared with prior to pandemic
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Price expected to pay for lunch/dinner
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Other comments made regarding pub offering

Comment No.
Would be amazing asset for village/would be excellent if pub could reopen/important part of community 22

Quality of food will be very important 14

Ambiance very important/ good design and feel to the place/address limited floor space 5

Good quality staff/service will be important 4

Needs to pull in from a bigger catchment than Speen 4

Price of food will be important 3

Food needs to be mainstream - not to much 'fusion'/provide consistent straightforward pub grub 3

Have guest chefs 3

Important to have tables outside on playing fields to access through back door [for those with children] 3

Dog friendly 2

Be as varied as possible in terms of menu and price/changing menu to keep interest 2

Important to have a professional manager 2

Good quality coffee 2

Must be friendly and inclusive 2 29



Other social activities/potential uses of pub 
suggested (individual comments)

Success will rely on commitment from village to support
Will require hard work and commitment from whoever runs it
Good to have a range of food to appeal to all tastes
Important to realise community pub doesn't mean being run by 
volunteers
Needs to have consistent opening times
Offer affordable facilities and services - not tagged as exclusive
Food should be un-fussy pub fayre
Must offer vegetarian options
Good selection of wine, spirits and local ales on rotating basis
Friday early evening kids menu
Friday fish and chips suppers
Important to have professional manager rather than relying on 
volunteers
Special offers/theme nights to attract new customers
Concern re the make-up of the committee - no women
Look at other local pubs that are successful
Quiz night, darts, sing a long
Focus on traditional purpose of pub - supplying good food and drinks

Food should be only locally sourced
More use in summer months
Hub for playing field activities
Stage one in developing a pavilion to replace village hall
Good beer will be important - set up relationships with local breweries
Good to have mid-week family dining deals
Bike parking to encourage cyclists
Outside seating
Sell cakes and filled rolls - appeal to cyclists
Open up to local makers as outlet to sell produce e.g. bread, baking cheese
Tap into local clubs/activities from outside Speen e.g. cyclosportives, ramblers, 
classic car/bike meet up, CAMRA
Sunday carvery
Consider fish and chip van or pizza van on certain nights
Get children doing Duke of Edinburgh involved in volunteer opportunities
Encourage local entrepreneurs to use pub eg bike repair in car park, arts/crafts 
for sale/plant stalls/vintage car days
As a listed building probably due considerable remedial maintenance
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Quotes related to social activities/potential uses of 
pub suggested

“Re-opening of the pub is essential. It can be a viable proposition if well run as a commercial entity- please do not try and make it more 
than it should be as a social centre which is even more important with the shop under threat due to the actions of BHA”
“The answers to the above questions depend a lot on the quality of the food offering. If this was high, we would go more often and pay 
more, and be delighted. But if it was ordinary pub food, we would probably hardly go at all. The proximity of the pub is not enough to 
compensate for a disappointing meal, which is one reason why the King Willy failed before. The new regime must develop a food offering 
at least as good as the attractive competitor pubs within driving distance”
“In my view the crucial factor in running a successful pub in Speen is getting the menu right - it doesn't have to be fancy or haute cuisine, 
but it does need to be well cooked with fresh ingredients, and reliable in quality. the menu needs to be mainstream - not too much 'fusion' 
and all that - so as to be accessible to a wide range of customers. the menu does not need to be lengthy”
“It would change this village! I live here now and it is so different to when the pub was open, you come across people two houses away 
that you have never met, a local pub is key to a small village and its community. It was such a better community when the pub was open. I 
walk past that pub every day thinking what a waste it is, with a good chef, front of house and someone with some creativity, it is in the 
perfect position and village to succeed. The size of it with parking is always in it's favour, how can this pub be empty!!!!”

“You talk about lunch and dinner but quality coffee (at a serious margin) available from early morning would be a real plus. The Pointer in 
Brill does excellent coffee and viennoiserie. The Spire and Spoke in Watlington seems to be a cyclists cafe, a walkers lunch spot and a 
village hostelry” 
“Just to say Well Done to the committee and good luck with the project, it would be marvellous to have somewhere to eat out in the 
village.” 31



Quotes related to social activities/potential uses of 
pub suggested

“The pub would offer an integral social focal point for the village and likely revenue from neighbouring villages. We often 
have to leave the village to meet with friends and family for social gatherings which is a shame. We would love to be able to
support a village business and take advantage of the many wonderful walking opportunities in and around Speen with our 
friends.”

“It would be excellent if the pub could reopen, but it will take a lot of commitment and turnout from the village to make it 
successful, and also hard work and marketing effort from whoever is running it. Probably needs to pull in from a wider 
catchment than Speen to be viable which means great food/service will be very important, as will the design and feel of the 
place”

“The primary purpose of the pub should be to serve good food and drinks and provide a convivial atmosphere for social 
interaction. While supporting the idea of creating a broader community hub in the KW, I would not want to see the additional 
activities “getting in the way of” or “crowding out” the main objective”

“Ambiance is very important.  When the pub was open it really lacked this.  As such I didn’t enjoy going there.  How it is laid 
out and furnished is very important to create the right atmosphere.  Likewise service from people working/ volunteering there
is very important too”

“A community pub is nothing more than a traditional well run, open and friendly pub whose raison d'etre is to bring people 
together, to converse, share fun, laughter and sometimes woes but above all to make people feel like they belong. Community 
is everything in a village and Speen has been a much poorer place these last 4 years without a pub”
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Quotes related to social activities/potential uses of 
pub suggested

“Whilst we have not had a pub in the village the community has tried on a regular basis to fill that need for social meeting, and 
has done so through activities such as pop up pubs. These have been good, but in no way replace the benefit of having a real 
place for village get togethers.”
“In this village it is really important to get the food and drink right.  The previous owner was not supported because in the eyes 
of many of the villagers he did not get either right.  If this team do manage to acquire the pub maybe we need a further 
questionnaire on food and drink menu options and pricing expectations”
“To be successful there has to be a strong focus on offering what people are prepared to pay for, good food and good service in 
good surroundings at a realistic price. Offering too much space to low income events will dilute this objective and make the 
project unprofitable.”
“I think it would be a mistake to go too 'fancy'/expensive or too niche. Most people expect to find good wholesome pub food. A 
limited menu done very well can earn a good reputation without too much marketing. I also think there would be good demand 
for takeaway food. This could either be produced by the pub restaurant and/or by inviting (for example) Fish 'n' Chip van or Pizza 
van on certain nights of the week”
“A well supported community pub would be a huge asset to Speen and North Dean, and perhaps particularly important for 
those living on their own.  When I was able to pop in on a Friday night and chat to all and sundry I felt connected to most of the 
village.  Since the pub closed I've lost touch with a lot of people - and I'm sure I'm not the only one who feels this has 
happened.”
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Quotes related to social activities/potential uses of 
pub suggested

“There is a constant stream of children doing Duke of Edinburgh awards, each looking for volunteer opportunities. They can be
viewed , as a workforce pool who, once trained, will have returning value as they get older and can undertake different roles.  
Also can ensure no youth moves on from the village without having the best front of house, waiter/waitressing, bar training 
available. Up skill the youth of Speen! 

“Get local professional chefs to use the restaurant as a pop up restaurant or secret supper club - particularly in the early days if 
we are not in a position to be doing service every night.”

“It is vital that whilst meeting the needs of the village will shape the initial set up, we must strive to attract customers from 
beyond the village - particularly if the restaurant is to be viable as with the best will in the world if the pub is being used for all 
the above things you are not also going to want to use it for all your independent eating out nights out and lunches too!” 

“Encourage local entrepreneurs to use the pub as a location as it brings in new clients.  Eg Bike repair workshop in the car park,  
arts or crafts for sale on the walls, plant stalls. Vintage car days.”

“Also to explore the potential of the bedrooms for B&B.” 

“When furnishing the interior the potential to use space for music or shows must be considered in the lighting and electrical set 
up.   Can be a location for Festival events :) “

“Be as varied as possible- both in terms of menu available and prices - smaller choice changed regularly better- as well as using 
for curry / themed nights- quizzes- etc -(All without competing with the Church cafe on a Thursday) .And be flexible to change if 
something doesn't seem to be working”
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Quotes related to social activities/potential uses of 
pub suggested

“This form reads like a new village hall biz plan which isn’t at all a bad thing, and in fact might be a better guide 
to the direction of thinking. Getting a great manager, addressing the limited floor space and having sufficient 
capital to invest will be critical success factors. Good work team!”

“The pub needs to be managed by a professional publican, and staffed by professional people. The community 
need to set up a structure to provide the overall management. These costs must be included in the business plan. 
Shares in the business should be available at a reasonable cost to all residents of Speen”

“We should look at other local pubs that are successful and copy a straight forward approach, there more remote 
pubs that survive, and its critical for a successful village”

“It needs to reach out beyond Speen to survive so it needs to have a reason for people to come but also not put 
off locals. As a listed building it will probably due considerable remedial maintenance. 

“A village pub should be the hub of a community and a focus for many community activities. The residents of 
Speen have missed this for over 5 years due to the unreasonable actions of the owner to close the business and 
not permit it to be sold as a going concern for others to operate.  We need our pub back!”

“I read somewhere that the committee group are a diverse bunch of individuals, however I was slightly concerned 
to see that there is not a single woman on the board, let alone different age groups”
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